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VBOA 2024 Ethics Segment Script 
Welcome to the Virginia Board of Accountancy’s 2024 Ethics Segment – a compilation of tips from the 
VBOA to help you as CPAs and CPA firms keep your license in good standing. 

As a licensed Virginia CPA you are responsible for knowing and following the Virginia laws and 
regulations governing how CPAs can and should perform professional services and represent 
themselves.  
 
Each year we choose a few to highlight in this segment. This year we will discuss: 
 

1. The board’s mission and authority 
2. Qualifying CPE 
3. License statuses 
4. Use of the CPA title 
5. CPA firms and peer review 
6. Reporting information to the board 

 
1. The board’s mission and authority 

Let’s start with some background. 

The primary mission of the Virginia Board of Accountancy is to protect the citizens of the 
commonwealth through a regulatory program of licensure and compliance of CPAs and CPA firms. The 
Board of Accountancy was created by an act of the Virginia legislature and its authority is granted 
through the Code of Virginia Statutes and Board Regulations. 

In addition to establishing the qualifications for applicants of the CPA exam and licensure, the board 
makes regulations in accordance with the authority conferred upon it by the Virginia Administrative 
Process Act (§ 2.2-4000 et seq.), which are necessary to assure continued competency, and to effectively 
administer its regulatory mission. 

The board has the authority to bring enforcement actions against licensees for violations of the Code of 
Virginia and the board’s regulations, including: 

• lack of compliance with continuing education requirements  
• substandard practice 
• violation of the standards of conduct and practice, and  
• disciplinary sanctions brought by other federal or state agencies. 

https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacodepopularnames/administrative-process-act/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacodepopularnames/administrative-process-act/
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Penalties and sanctions include cease-and-desist orders, monetary fines up to $100,000 per violation, 
restrictions placed on the CPA or CPA firm’s practice, and the suspension or revocation of your individual 
and/or firm CPA license. 

If you fail to follow the applicable laws and regulations, you will be subject to discipline and may have 
your license suspended or revoked. In this regard, a CPA license issued by the VBOA is different from 
other finance-related professional credentials, which are typically issued by membership organizations. 
Membership organizations are generally limited in their authority and ability to affect the related 
credential. However, all licensees should be aware that the Code of Virginia does incorporate 
interpretive guidance from various membership organizations or standard setting authorities, such as 
the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct and their various technical standards. 

2. Qualifying CPE 

Next up: Qualifying Continuing Professional Education or “CPE.”  
 

The Uniform Accountancy Act Model Rules define CPE as “the set of activities that enables 
CPAs to maintain or improve their professional competence,” calling CPE “an integral part of the lifelong 
learning required to provide competent service to the public.” Fulfilling the continuing education 
requirements helps set CPAs apart as financial professionals.   
 
If you have an active Virginia CPA license, you must complete 120 CPE hours over a rolling three-year 
period, with a minimum of 20 hours each calendar year. Licensees must also complete a two-hour 
VBOA-approved ethics course, such as this one, every year.  
 
You can apply for an exemption from the CPE requirements from the board. Exemptions are granted in 
writing by the board and must be renewed on a yearly basis. Without being granted an exemption, all 
active CPA license holders must complete CPE regardless of employment status or occupation, including 
if you are “retired” but still maintain an Active license.  
 
The triggering event to require the completion of CPE is the “Active” license status, not your 
employment status. If you have retired or are planning on retiring or if you are employed in non-
financial related occupations, you are encouraged to apply for an “Inactive” license. If granted an 
Inactive license, you are exempt from the CPE requirements. 
 
Additionally, if you release or authorize the release of reports on attest services, compilation services or 
financial statement preparation services for persons or entities in Virginia, you will need to complete a 
minimum of eight CPE hours each year related to such services. These eight hours are not in addition to 
the above but are inclusive of the yearly minimum of 20 CPE hours and three-year rolling period 
minimum of 120 CPE hours. 
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To find CPE requirements for new licensees or information about CPE reciprocity, please visit the board’s 
website. 
 
Remember: When you renew your license, you are certifying that you have met the CPE and 
documentation requirements, which can be found in the Virginia Administrative Code regulation 
18VAC5-22-90 and 91. At each renewal, you are certifying for the previous three calendar years. If you 
realize that you did not meet the requirements, you may self-report a deficiency. Individuals who self-
report a CPE deficiency are subject to lower penalties than those individuals who fail a CPE compliance 
audit and do not self-report.   
 
What counts as CPE? 
 
In general, acceptable CPE may be obtained through a variety of forums, provided there is a means of 
demonstrating that education was obtained. Generally speaking, CPE can be any organized training that 
helps you become a better professional and does not have to be only accounting and auditing courses.  
Evidence of satisfactory completion of CPE for traditional courses are certificates of completion that 
include the sponsors name, participant name, course content, date taken, and hours earned. Other 
forms of evidence of completion are also acceptable for CPE obtained in other forums. Whether 
documentation is acceptable for these other forums is determined on a case-by-case basis. However, 
receipts, registration confirmations, canceled checks, outlines, presentation slides and sign in sheets are 
not acceptable forms of evidence of completion.   
 
Here are some examples of other qualifying CPE: 

• An accountant, who is also an IT auditor, is required by their firm to complete cybersecurity 
training. If there is a certificate from the trainer or sponsoring company certifying length, date, 
and participation in the training, it can also count toward the CPE required for the CPA license. 

• A CPA enrolled in accredited college courses can earn 15 CPE hours for every completed 
semester hour of credit. A transcript showing the credit hours earned is required. 

• A manager presenting a two-hour long program for their team on Excel tips and tricks can earn 
up to four hours for prep time as well, giving them six total CPE hours. Documentation for this 
activity must include the agenda that reflects the trainer and the length of the training, the 
participant sign-in sheet, and copies of any CPE certificates that were awarded for the training. 

• Earning certain professional certifications can also be considered for CPE hours. 

The board’s full CPE and documentation requirements can be found at 18VAC5-22-91. 
 
The VBOA conducts random CPE audits several times a year. If you are selected for a CPE audit you must 
respond to the audit request within 30 days. Non-responses and those who fail to meet the CPE 
requirements based on the results of the CPE compliance review will be referred to the Enforcement 
Division of the board for disciplinary action.  

https://boa.virginia.gov/individual-cpas/cpe/
https://boa.virginia.gov/individual-cpas/cpe/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title18/agency5/chapter22/section90/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title18/agency5/chapter22/section91/
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title18/agency5/chapter22/section91/
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Remember, you can use NASBA’s CPE Audit Service to track your CPE. Through the service, you can 
upload your certificate of completion for each course you take. 
 
3. License status 

Now let’s talk about license status.  
 
Individual Active status 
 
In general, to be in the “Active” status and use the CPA title you must:  

• Renew your license on or before June 30 of each year.  
• Meet the CPE requirements and  
• Pay the $60 renewal fee.  

 
Inactive status 
 
Inactive status is not automatic, you must submit an application and then if granted, receive approval in 
writing from the board. This status was created primarily for retirees, stay at home parents or 
caregivers, those who put a pause on their careers and those that have completely changed careers, 
such as nursing or elementary school teaching.  
 
If your current job duties or volunteer work require the use of accounting, auditing, financial, tax or 
other related skills, you will not be approved for Inactive status. Professional roles with titles such as 
financial analyst or consultant that are engaged in tasks like evaluating cash flow, financial systems, 
budgeting, or establishing financial performance indicators are all roles that would not qualify for 
Inactive status. 
 
If a person’s CPA license or accounting degree was considered during the hiring process, they likely will 
also not qualify for Inactive status. Even CPAs who work in IT or any type of audit or compliance 
function, or who work primarily on/in finance or accounting programs, will most likely not qualify. 
 
During the Inactive application process, you must certify that you are not providing any services and you 
will inform the board of any employment or position changes. In addition, you may not move into a 
position that includes any financial services without first notifying the board and renewing your active 
license status, which would include completing 120 hours of CPE and the current year’s VBOA-approved 
ethics course.   
 
Inactive status requires an annual renewal and payment of a $60 fee. Each year during the renewal 
process, the licensee must certify that they continue to meet the “inactive” requirements and there has 

https://cpeauditservice.nasba.org/
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been no change in position or responsibilities. Disciplinary action can be taken for those that falsely 
certify on any application to the Board.  
 
Expired license 
 
If you do not renew your license on or before June 30 each year, your license becomes “Expired” by 
default. With an expired license, you can no longer use the CPA title, refer to yourself as “Inactive,” or 
engage in services that would require a CPA license. All references to your active CPA licensure and use 
of the CPA title must be removed, or you will be subject to disciplinary action as previously discussed. 
 
4. Use of the CPA title 

Now let’s discuss using the CPA title.  
 
As defined in the Code of Virginia § 54.1-4400: “Using the CPA title in Virginia” means using “CPA,” 
“Certified Public Accountant,” or “public accountant” in any form or manner in written or verbal 
communication to persons or entities located in Virginia, including but not limited to the use in any 
abbreviation, acronym, phrase, or title that appears on: 
 

• Business cards 
• Email addresses and signatures 
• Internet postings, including social media 
• Letterhead 
• Reports 
• Signs 
• Tax returns 
• or any other document or device.  

 
Only those with an Active Virginia CPA license, those who have been granted Inactive status by the 
board or those CPAs who are licensed from another substantially equivalent jurisdiction, may use the 
CPA title. No other individuals or entities may use the CPA title in Virginia. There are no exceptions to 
this, even for persons or entities who were formerly licensed.  
 
A number of VBOA enforcement cases last year were related to the unlicensed use of the CPA title. CPAs 
who no longer hold an active license are being disciplined because they, in some form or manner, used 
the CPA title or referred to themselves as a CPA. Penalties for unlicensed use of the CPA title range from 
reprimands to monetary fines. 
 
Here are some examples of how unlicensed individuals used the CPA title in violation of the Code of 
Virginia: 
 

https://law.lis.virginia.gov/vacode/title54.1/chapter44/section54.1-4400/
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• In an advertisement stating: “leveraging experience as a CPA” 
• In a written company biography “having been a CPA for 20 years” 
• Failing to remove the CPA title or reference to being a CPA on social media such as LinkedIn. 
• Using the abbreviation in an email address, such as johndoecpa@gmail.com  

 
“CPA” also cannot be used in a domain name, including “.CPA”, which is sponsored by the AICPA, unless 
the individual and/or firm using the domain holds an Active CPA individual or firm license.  
 
Firms and employers who list or advertise employees and identify these individuals as being a CPA are 
responsible for ensuring such individuals are allowed to use the CPA title in Virginia. If a firm or 
employer is found to be advertising or identifying a person using the CPA title, and that individual is not 
permitted to use the CPA title in Virginia, both the individual and the firm can be held responsible and 
be subject to discipline.  
 
Many individuals and firms find themselves in violation of the use of the CPA title rules, by simply failing 
to timely renew their Virginia CPA license by June 30th of each year. Remember, just as you cannot drive 
without a valid driver’s license, you cannot use the CPA title in Virginia without the appropriate license. 
As always, if any questions arise, please contact the VBOA.  
 
5. CPA firms and peer review 

Out next topic covers tips for CPA firm licenses in Virginia.  
 
Virginia requires that at least 51% ownership of a CPA firm be actively licensed CPAs. In addition, non-
CPA owners must participate in the firm's activities on a regular, continuous, and substantial basis. If the 
non-CPA owner fails to participate on a regular, continuous, and substantial basis, they place the firm at 
risk of losing its firm license.   
 
All Virginia CPA firms must renew their license annually by June 30 and each firm must appoint an Active 
Virginia CPA as the principal licensee. It is important to note the principal licensee’s individual license 
must be renewed prior to or at the same time as the firm’s CPA license. 
 
If the services provided by the firm are within the scope of the practice-monitoring program of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) the firm must also be enrolled in peer review 
and must fully participate in AICPA’s Facilitated State Board Access.  
 
Virginia does recognize firm mobility. However, if a firm is offering attest, compilation and/or financial 
statement preparation services and the firm has an office location in Virginia, the firm must hold a 
Virginia CPA firm license. An Active CPA firm license is required for those firms who use the CPA title or 
use the .CPA domain.  
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“Attest services" means audit, review, or other attest services for which standards have been 
established by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, by the Auditing Standards Board or the 
Accounting and Review Services Committee of the AICPA, or by any successor standard-setting 
authorities. 
 
If the highest level of service a firm offers is financial statement preparation, the firm must have a 
license but is not required to enroll in peer review. This change was effective in 2015 when the 
Statement on Standards for Accounting and Review Services (SSARS) No. 21 was adopted. Financial 
statement preparation is covered under Section 70, but many CPAs were not clear on what constituted 
preparation of financial statements. In June 2023, the AICPA issued an interactive decision tree to help 
practitioners determine whether the standard on performing preparation engagements applies. These 
materials are available on the AICPA website and all CPAs that prepare financial statements for clients 
should carefully evaluate this interpretation to understand if the services they provide fall within the 
scope of SSARS 21 Section 70. If they do a firm license is required.  
 
Remember Individual CPAs and CPA firms that do not hold an Active license may not perform attest 
services, compilation services or financial statement preparation services even if they are not collecting 
a fee. Only an actively licensed CPA firm may advertise and engage in these services. 

5. Reporting to the VBOA 

Finally, we want to review your obligations to report information to the board.  
 
As a CPA, you are responsible for communicating essential information to the board, detailed in the 
Code of Virginia – 18VAC5-22-170. This regulation also dictates requirements around CPE audits, 
disciplinary actions, and your ethical responsibility to file a complaint if you see a violation of any 
regulation. 
 
It states: 
“Each licensee or applicant shall respond within 30 calendar days to any board request for information 
regarding compliance with any statutes or regulations pertaining to the board or any of the programs 
that may be in another title of the Code of Virginia for which the board has regulatory responsibility.” 
 
In other words, if the board makes a request of you, you must respond within 30 days, or you will be in 
violation of the regulation. 
 
You must also notify the board in writing within 30 days of any of the following: 
 

• Changing your legal name, physical address or email. 

https://us.aicpa.org/interestareas/frc/reviewcompilationpreparation/resources-for-ssars21
https://www.aicpa-cima.com/resources/article/new-decision-tree-for-preparation-engagements-when-does-ar-c-70-apply
https://us.aicpa.org/content/dam/aicpa/research/standards/compilationreview/downloadabledocuments/ar-c-00070.pdf
https://law.lis.virginia.gov/admincode/title18/agency5/chapter22/section170/
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• Any administrative disciplinary action the licensee is the subject of before any court, state or 
federal agency or standard-setting bodies such as the AICPA, IRS, etc.  

• Any felony or misdemeanor conviction. 
• Any guilty plea or plea of nolo contendere. 
• Any final judgment rendered against you in civil court. 
• Any receipt of a peer review report or PCAOB firm inspection report criticizing or identifying 

defects in the firm’s quality control systems 
 
In closing, 
 
We hope you have learned useful information from this 2024 VBOA Ethics Segment. 
 
The VBOA website — boa.virginia.gov — is a great resource for further information.  
 
If you have questions about any topics covered, please contact us at boa@boa.virginia.gov or (804) 367-
8505. 
 
This concludes VBOA’s segment of the 2024 approved ethics course. Thank you for watching and please 
enjoy the rest of your chosen ethics course.  
 

https://boa.virginia.gov/
mailto:boa@boa.virginia.gov
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Tales of Corruption: Ethical Transgressions 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In season two of Tales of Corruption, we investigate five actual scenarios where fraud was committed along with 

corresponding ethical decision-making models. From cryptocurrency investment schemes to insider trading and 

extensive timekeeping and startup frauds, you’ll learn how these extreme transgressions could have been 

avoided. Examine the building blocks of a strong ethical culture to ensure you’re equipped to identify problems 

and determine the best course of action. 

Ethical decision-making models generally fall into two categories:  step-by-step models and lens models.  Step-

by-step models generally give you steps to work through that will help lead you to an ethical decision.  For 

example, the AICPA Conceptual Framework and the PLUS model are both a step-by-step approach.  Lens 

models attempt to give you a big picture view of how ethical decisions are made.  Learning more about how one 

can view an ethical decision through a lens model allows you to evaluate the situation from a high-level 

perspective in order to make the best decision possible.   

The key to utilizing an ethical decision-making model is appreciating how they each may be useful depending on 

the circumstances.  By better realizing what is needed in a given situation, you can do a better job of choosing 

the right decision-making model to address necessary issues. 

At the end of this course, participants will be able to: 

• Categorize the elements of pressure, opportunity, and rationalization in relation to fraud.  

• Recognize the building blocks of a strong ethical culture.  

• Define an ethical problem, identify and evaluate solutions, and determine the best course of action.  

• Evaluate the filters of policies, legal, universal, and self in relation to fraud.  

• Recall the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct when faced with ethical dilemmas.  
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MEET THE COURSE AUTHOR 

COURSE AUTHOR AND HOST 

Clare Levison, CPA, CGMA 

Owner, Inspired Responsibility 

Clare Levison is the owner of Inspired Responsibility, a consulting company dedicated to delivering 

continuing education via positive messages and meaningful content that inspires change. She strives to 

help organizations bridge gaps in their current learning with inspiring programs and meaningful agendas that 

deliver the message, as well as the WHY behind the message, to propel employees from good to best. 

Prior to starting Inspired Responsibility, Levison spent more than twenty years in the aerospace and 

defense industry involved in all aspects of management, project, and financial accounting, as well as 

government compliance. Levison also authored competitive proposal volumes, with a focus on creating 

compelling, compliant content and providing cost trend analysis and risk mitigation. 
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CASE STUDY 1: 

Paycheck Protection Program Fraud Scheme 

Press Release from the Department of Justice, U.S. Attorney’s Office 

  

 

  

Tuesday, March 29, 2022 

Man Convicted for $27 Million PPP Fraud Scheme 

A federal jury convicted a California man yesterday for submitting fraudulent applications 

seeking money from the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), submitting false statements to 

a financial institution, and money laundering.  

According to court documents and evidence presented at trial, Robert Benlevi, 53, of Encino, 

submitted 27 PPP loan applications to four banks between April and June 2020 on behalf of 

eight companies solely owned by Benlevi. In the applications, Benlevi sought a total of $27 

million in forgivable PPP loans guaranteed by the Small Business Administration (SBA) under 

the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. In his fraudulent 

applications, Benlevi represented that each of his companies had 100 employees and 

average monthly payroll of $400,000, even though he knew that the companies did not have 

any employees or payroll expenses. The evidence further showed that Benlevi also submitted 

fabricated IRS documents falsely stating that each of the companies had an annual payroll of 

$4.8 million. 

Based on Benlevi’s fraudulent loan applications, three of Benlevi’s companies — 1Stellar 

Health LLC, Bestways2 Health LLC, and Joyous-Health4U LLC — obtained $3 million in PPP 

funds. Although Benlevi falsely represented that the funds sought through the PPP loan 

applications would be used to pay payroll and certain other business expenses, the evidence 

showed that he instead used them for personal expenses, including cash withdrawals, 

payments on his personal credit cards, transfers to other personal and business accounts he 

controlled, and renting an oceanfront apartment in Santa Monica. In a single day, Benlevi 

withdrew from the Bestways2 Health account $248,000 of PPP funds in cashier’s checks, 

which were deposited into other accounts that Benlevi controlled. 

Benlevi was convicted of bank fraud, false statements to a financial institution, and money 

laundering. He is scheduled to be sentenced on June 27 and faces up to 30 years in prison 

for each of the bank fraud and false statement charges, and up to 10 years in prison for each 

count of money laundering. A federal district court judge will determine any sentence after 

considering the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines and other statutory factors. 

CASE UPDATE 

On July 19, 2022, Benlevi was sentenced to 11 years and three months in prison for submitting 
fraudulent applications seeking money from the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), 
submitting false statements to a financial institution, and money laundering. 
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The Fraud Triangle 

A tool you can use when exercising decision-making is the fraud triangle.  Fraud experts generally agree that 

three elements need to coalesce for fraud to occur:  

1. Pressure – The motivation behind the fraud, such as personal debt or a person’s feeling that their job 

might be in jeopardy.  

2. Opportunity – The situation that allows the fraud to occur, like weak internal controls or inadequate 

accounting policies.  

3. Rationalization – The justification that allows the person committing the fraud to see it as an 

acceptable act.  For example, “I need to take care of my family,” or “They treated me wrong.”  

In relation to the case study, look for the elements of pressure, opportunity, and rationalization and the potential 

for them to coalesce. 
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CASE STUDY 2: 

An Extensive Timekeeping Fraud 

Press release from the Department of Justice, U.S. Attorney’s Office, Eastern District of Virginia 

 

 

 

 

  

Wednesday, March 13, 2019 

Former DoD Employee Sentenced to Prison for $1.4 Million Fraud Scheme 

NEWPORT NEWS, Va. – A Matthews woman was sentenced today to four years in prison 

for computer fraud and theft of government property in connection with an extensive 

timekeeping fraud that resulted in losses of over $1.4 million, which she was ordered to pay 

in restitution. 

According to court documents, Michelle M. Holt, 52, was previously employed as a federal 

employee for the Department of Defense. Holt worked as a secretary for U.S. Air Force, Air 

Combat Command, Communication Support Squadron, at Joint Base Langley-Eustis. Holt 

was a salaried employee on the General Schedule (GS) grade for the federal civilian 

workforce. As such, she was entitled to overtime pay if authorized by her employer, was also 

entitled to other forms of holiday and annual leave, and premium pay for any federal 

holidays worked. 

A law enforcement investigation determined that from December 2001 to July 2018, Holt 

falsely claimed over 42,000 hours in unauthorized overtime for hours she did not work, as 

well as other amounts of unauthorized holiday leave, sick leave and annual leave, all 

amounting to losses to the United States of more than $1.4 million. In recent years, Holt’s 

overtime pay was over double that of her regular salary. Holt accomplished the fraud by 

making manual retroactive adjustments to protected computer time and attendance systems 

to add overtime, reverse leave taken and reverse holiday leave. In doing so, Holt used 

another employee’s log-in information without that employee’s knowledge or authorization. 

A copy of this press release is located on the website of the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the 

Eastern District of Virginia. Related court documents and information is located on the 

website of the District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia or on PACER by searching for 

Case No. 4:18-cr-93. 

CASE UPDATE 

According to the Federal Bureau of Prisons inmate locator, Michelle M. Holt was released from 

prison on January 13, 2022. 

https://www.justice.gov/usao/vae
http://www.vaed.uscourts.gov/
https://pcl.uscourts.gov/
https://www.bop.gov/inmateloc/
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Society of Human Resources Ethical Culture Model 

The SHRM model asserts that an ethical culture rests upon four building blocks: 

1. Compliance 

Compliance with rules and laws is the baseline, or minimum bar, in an ethical environment. You must 

have a solid foundation of compliance upon which to build the rest of your workplace. 

2. Fairness 

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines fairness as, “Lack of favoritism toward one side or another.” 

Honesty, compassion and respect for rules and laws are a few of the values embraced in an ethical 

environment. Duplicity, self-interest and disregard for rules and laws are a few of the hallmarks of an 

unethical environment. 

3. Motive-based trust 

Motive-based trust is the level of trust that employees have in their co-workers and managers based on 

their observations of the ethical behavior of those co-workers and managers. Employees build motive-

based trust by listening, admitting mistakes, and taking corrective actions. 

4. Ethical working self-concept 

Ethical working self-concept is the level to which employees internalize the ethical values of the 

organization. When the work environment promotes a high level of ethical working self-concept, 

employees will act in accordance with the organization’s ethical values. Keep in mind that this building 

block cannot be established without the support of the other three blocks. 
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CASE STUDY 3: 

Cryptocurrency Investment Scheme 

Press release from the Internal Revenue Service 

 

 

 

September 1, 2021 

Director and promoter of BitConnect pleads guilty in global $2 billion cryptocurrency 

scheme 

SAN DIEGO — Glenn Arcaro of Los Angeles pleaded guilty today in federal court for his 

participation in a massive conspiracy involving BitConnect, a cryptocurrency investment 

scheme, which defrauded investors from the United States and abroad of over $2 billion. 

The BitConnect scheme is believed to be the largest cryptocurrency fraud ever charged 

criminally. 

As admitted in documents entered today before U.S. Magistrate Judge Mitchell D. Dembin, 

Arcaro conspired with others to exploit investor interest in cryptocurrency by fraudulently 

marketing BitConnect's proprietary coin offering and digital currency exchange as a lucrative 

investment. 

Arcaro further admitted that he and others conspired to mislead investors about 

BitConnect's purported proprietary technology, known as the "BitConnect Trading Bot" and 

"Volatility Software," as being able to generate substantial profits and guaranteed returns by 

using investors' money to trade on the volatility of cryptocurrency exchange markets. In 

truth, BitConnect operated a textbook Ponzi scheme by paying earlier BitConnect investors 

with money from later investors. 

"Arcaro and his confidantes preyed on investor interest in cryptocurrency. As a result, a 

staggering number of individuals lost an enormous amount of money," said Acting U.S. 

Attorney Randy S. Grossman of the Southern District of California. "The Department of 

Justice will continue to protect the investing public and scrutinize the burgeoning 

cryptocurrency industry. To those who would be the next in line to defraud the investing 

public, let this action by the Department of Justice stand as a stark cautionary tale. To the 

investing public, let this also serve as a cautionary tale to safeguard your money and invest 

it wisely." 

It was through the use of social media, Arcaro acknowledged in his plea agreement, that he 

and others made materially false and misleading statements, while concealing material 

facts, all to persuade investors that BitConnect was a lucrative investment. During the 

scheme, Arcaro posted videos that mocked those who questioned whether BitConnect had 

a Trading Bot and Volatility Software, doubted the true identity of BitConnect's owner, and 

complained about losing their money in BitConnect. 

According to the documents filed today, Arcaro sat atop a large network of promoters in 

North America, forming a pyramid scheme known as the BitConnect Referral Program. 

Arcaro earned as much as 15 percent of every investment into another part of the scheme—

the BitConnect "Lending Program"—either from investors he recruited directly or those 

recruited by others beneath Arcaro in the pyramid. Arcaro further received portions of all 

investments from a concealed "slush" fund. 
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"Arcaro capitalized on the emergence of cryptocurrency markets, enticing innocent investors 

worldwide to get in early by promising them guaranteed returns, and exploiting the internet 

and social media to reach a larger pool of victims with greater ease and speed," said Special 

Agent in Charge Ryan L. Korner of the IRS Criminal Investigation's (IRS-CI) Los Angeles 

Field Office. "To conceal and further their scheme, Arcaro and his accomplices 

circumvented reporting regulations by the SEC and FinCEN, U.S. agencies that were 

created to protect investors and safeguard our financial systems. IRS-CI will pursue and root 

out these scams to protect investors and bring these financial fraudsters to justice." 

"Arcaro has accepted responsibility for his actions of defrauding thousands of individuals 

worldwide to invest in BitConnect," said Special Agent in Charge Eric Smith of the FBI's 

Cleveland Field Office. "He lined his pockets with millions of dollars, money from victims that 

believed their funds were being invested into a new cryptocurrency with a high rate of return. 

Those choosing to engage in financial criminal deception should know the FBI will not stop 

until all fraudsters are identified and held accountable." 

Arcaro admitted that he earned no less than $24 million from the BitConnect fraud 

conspiracy, all of which, according to court documents, he must repay to investors. 

Acting U.S. Attorney Randy S. Grossman thanked the FBI's Cleveland Field Office, IRS 

Criminal Investigation and law enforcement partners in India, Slovenia, and around the world 

for their efforts now and in the future, who assisted, and continue assist on this investigation. 

Grossman also thanked Assistant U.S. Attorneys Daniel C. Silva, Mark W. Pletcher, Lisa 

Sanniti, and Carl Brooker and Trial Attorney Kevin Lowell of the Criminal Division's Fraud 

Section who are handling this investigation. The Criminal Division's Office of International 

Affairs provided significant assistance in this matter. 

In a parallel action, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission today announced civil 

charges against Arcaro and 3 others in connection with the same conduct. 

CASE UPDATE 

Arcaro was sentenced in September of 2022 to 38 months in prison. 

On January 12, 2023, a federal district court in San Diego ordered that over $17 million in 

restitution be distributed to approximately 800 victims from over 40 different countries due to 

their investment losses in BitConnect, a massive cryptocurrency investment scheme, which 

defrauded thousands of investors worldwide. 
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Santa Clara University Framework for Ethical Decision Making 

This framework for thinking ethically is the product of dialogue and debate at the Markkula Center for Applied 

Ethics at Santa Clara University. Primary contributors include Manuel Velasquez, Dennis Moberg, Michael J. 

Meyer, Thomas Shanks, Margaret R. McLean, David DeCosse, Claire André, Kirk O. Hanson, Irina Raicu, and 

Jonathan Kwan. It was last revised on November 5, 2021. 

 

Identify the Ethical Issues 

• Could this decision or situation be damaging to someone or to some group, or unevenly beneficial to 

people? Does this decision involve a choice between a good and bad alternative, or perhaps between 

two “goods” or between two “bads”? 

• Is this issue about more than solely what is legal or what is most efficient? If so, how? 

Get the Facts 

• What are the relevant facts of the case? What facts are not known? Can I learn more about the 

situation? Do I know enough to make a decision? 

• What individuals and groups have an important stake in the outcome? Are the concerns of some of 

those individuals or groups more important? Why? 

• What are the options for acting? Have all the relevant persons and groups been consulted? Have I 

identified creative options? 

Evaluate Alternative Actions 

Evaluate the options by asking the following questions: 

• Which option best respects the rights of all who have a stake? (The Rights Lens) 

• Which option treats people fairly, giving them each what they are due? (The Justice Lens) 

• Which option will produce the most good and do the least harm for as many stakeholders as possible? 

(The Utilitarian Lens) 

• Which option best serves the community as a whole, not just some members? (The Common Good 

Lens) 

• Which option leads me to act as the sort of person I want to be? (The Virtue Lens) 

• Which option appropriately takes into account the relationships, concerns, and feelings of all 

stakeholders? (The Care Ethics Lens) 

Choose an Option for Action and Test It 

• After an evaluation using all of these lenses, which option best addresses the situation? 

• If I told someone I respect (or a public audience) which option I have chosen, what would they say? 

• How can my decision be implemented with the greatest care and attention to the concerns of all 

stakeholders? 

Implement Your Decision and Reflect on the Outcome 

• How did my decision turn out, and what have I learned from this specific situation? What (if any) follow-

up actions should I take? 
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CASE STUDY 4: 

Insider Trading 

Press Release from the Department of Justice, U.S. Attorney’s Office, District of New Jersey 

  

Wednesday, June 22, 2022 

Former Head of Corporate Communications of $21 Billion Biopharmaceutical 

Company Admits Insider Trading 

NEWARK, N.J. – The former head of corporate communications for a biopharmaceutical 

company today admitted her role in an insider trading scheme, U.S. Attorney Philip R. 

Sellinger announced. 

Lauren S. Wood, 33, of Washington, D.C., pleaded guilty before U.S. District Judge John 

Michael Vazquez to an information charging her with securities fraud. Stemming from the 

same alleged conduct, Usama Malik, also of Washington, D.C., was previously charged in a 

three-count indictment with insider trading, securities fraud, and securities fraud conspiracy. 

According to documents filed in this case and statements made in court: 

From 2018 through October 2020, Malik was the chief financial officer (CFO) of a New 

Jersey-based biopharmaceutical company listed on the NASDAQ Stock Exchange. On April 

6, 2020, the company publicly announced for the first time that its breast cancer drug – an 

antibody-based drug designed to treat certain breast cancer patients who had very limited 

treatment options beyond chemotherapy – had proven effective in pre-market clinical trials. 

In October 2020, another biopharmaceutical company acquired the company for which Malik 

worked for approximately $21 billion. 

Malik was among the first, and one of the few, employees who received the material non-

public information about the breast cancer drug before the public announcement. Within 

minutes of obtaining that information, Malik passed it along to Wood, who lived with Malik at 

the time and was formerly employed by the same company. Before April 6, 2020, and within 

hours of receiving the insider information from Malik, Wood placed an order for 

approximately 7,000 shares of the company’s stock, despite the fact that during the same 

time period the company’s stock was downgraded by financial experts. After the company 

announced that its cancer drug had proven effective in pre-market clinical trials, its stock 

price increased. After selling her shares, Wood more than doubled her investment, realizing 

gross profits of $213,618. 

The securities fraud charge to which Wood pleaded guilty carries a potential penalty of 20 

years in prison and a $5 million fine.  Sentencing is scheduled for Nov. 21, 2022. 

The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) also filed a civil complaint on Dec. 1, 

2021 based on the same conduct. 

The charges and allegations against Malik are merely accusations, and he is presumed 

innocent unless and until proven guilty. 
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The PLUS Model 

Like the AICPA Conceptual Framework, which offers a principles-based approach to ethics, other 

methodologies also exist to assist in ethical decision-making. The Ethics & Compliance Initiative (ECI) is a best-

practice community of organizations committed to creating and sustaining high quality ethics and compliance 

programs.  ECI offers a seven-step decision-making model that can be leveraged in assessing risks.  

Step 1: Define the Problem 

Defining the problem requires an individual to identify the issue at hand and investigate the difference 

between expectations or desired outcomes versus present conditions. It is important to identify the true 

problem and not a symptom of the problem. 

Step 2: Seek Out Relevant Guidance 

Individuals can look to professional guidance or internal and external policies to determine the best course 

of action.  

Step 3: Identify Alternatives 

Identifying alternatives requires the individual to formulate as many potential ways to solve the problem as 

possible. A larger number of answers can be identified by not just looking to the obvious answer but keeping 

an open mind to all possibilities. 

Step 4: Evaluate Alternatives 

This step requires considering the pros and cons of the various alternatives. An individual must consider 

both the impact and its likelihood while carefully assessing each option.  

Step 5: Make the Decision 

Given the information identified in Step 4, here the individual selects the alternative that provides the best 

overall outcome. 

Step 6: Implement the Decision 

Decision-making and implementation are two different things. The key to implementing the decision is taking 

decisive action on the alternative selection. 

Step 7: Evaluate the Decision 

With any major decision, a feedback loop is very important. After implementation, Step 7 allows the 

individual to step back and determine how the alternative implemented ultimately fared. Making a decision 

without a lookback process does not allow the individual to consider how the alternative selected ultimately 

impacted the situation. 

CASE UPDATE 

On May 17, 2023, Usama Malik pleaded guilty of an indictment charging him with securities 
fraud/insider trading. (Read the press release from Department of Justice, Office of Public 
Affairs.) 

According to The Business Journals, in September 2023 Malik was sentenced to three years of 
probation, six months of house arrest, 400 hours of community service and fines totaling 
$15,000. 

Lauren S. Wood was sentenced to three years of probation and ordered to repay $67,000, 
according to Law360. 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-nj/pr/former-chief-financial-officer-21-billion-biopharmaceutical-company-admits-insider
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanfrancisco/news/2023/11/06/gilead-sciences-gild-immunomedics-usama-malik.html
https://www.law360.com/articles/1719449/former-biotech-execs-avoid-prison-in-stock-tip-case
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ECI also offers a filter that can be used in steps 1, 4 and 7. 

P = Policies 

Is it consistent with my organization’s policies, procedures and regulations? 

L= Legal 

Is it acceptable under the applicable laws and regulations? 

U = Universal 

Does it conform to the universal principles/values my organization has adopted? 

S= Self 

Does it satisfy my personal definition of right, good and fair? 

 

This decision-making model dovetails well with the threats-and-safeguards approach by allowing you to think 

outside the box and consider alternatives as part of the ethics process. 
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CASE STUDY 5: 

Startup Fraud 

Press release from the Department of Justice, U.S. Attorney’s Office, Northern District of California 

   

Tuesday, January 4, 2022 

Theranos Founder Elizabeth Holmes Found Guilty Of Investor Fraud 

Jury Concludes Holmes Perpetrated Scheme To Defraud Investors 

SAN JOSE - A jury found Elizabeth A. Holmes guilty of one count of conspiracy and three 

counts of wire fraud in connection with a multi-million-dollar scheme to defraud investors in 

Theranos, Inc., announced United States Attorney Stephanie M. Hinds; Federal Bureau of 

Investigation (FBI) Special Agent in Charge Craig D. Fair; Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) Acting Commissioner Janet Woodcock; and U.S. Postal Inspection Service (USPIS) 

Inspector in Charge Rafael Nuñez.  The verdicts follow a 15-week trial before the Honorable 

Edward J. Davila, United States District Judge.   

“The jurors in this 15-week trial navigated a complex case amid a pandemic and scheduling 

obstacles,” said U.S. Attorney Hinds.  “I thank the jurors for their thoughtful and determined 

service that ensured verdicts could be reached.  The guilty verdicts in this case reflect 

Elizabeth Holmes’ culpability in this large-scale investor fraud and she must now face 

sentencing for her crimes.” 

“Elizabeth Holmes chose fraud over business failure.  A jury has determined, beyond a 

reasonable doubt, that she intentionally misled investors,” said Special Agent in Charge 

Craig Fair. “I want to thank the FBI San Francisco agents and analysts who spent years 

investigating allegations of fraud within Theranos to uncover the truth and ensure justice in 

this case.” 

“The FDA’s Office of Criminal Investigations (OCI) will continue to investigate and help bring 

to justice individuals and companies responsible for putting the public health at risk,” said 

FDA Assistant Commissioner for Criminal Investigations Catherine A. Hermsen. “FDA-OCI 

is proud to have partnered with the United States Attorney’s Office and its law enforcement 

counterparts to bring this prosecution.”  

“The U.S. Postal Inspection Service is committed to protecting consumers and investors 

from fraud,” said USPIS Inspector in Charge Nuñez. “We are proud of the dedication shown 

by Postal Inspectors and our partners at the U.S. FDA and the FBI by seeing this case 

through to a verdict.” 

Holmes, 37, of Woodside, Calif., founded Theranos in 2003.  Theranos was a blood testing 

company based in Palo Alto and Newark, Calif.  Holmes used a combination of direct 

communications, marketing materials, statements to the media, financial statements, 

models, and other information to induce investments.  She claimed Theranos had developed 

an analyzer, variously referred to as, among other things, the Theranos Sample Processing 

Unit (TSPU), Edison, or minilab.  She claimed the analyzer was able to perform a full range 

of clinical tests using small blood samples drawn from a finger stick.  She also represented 

that the analyzer could produce results that were more accurate and reliable than those 

yielded by conventional methods—all at a faster speed than previously possible. 
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The evidence submitted during the trial demonstrated Holmes knowingly made materially 

false representations to investors and potential investors about the analyzer.  For example, 

the evidence showed that Holmes knew the analyzer had accuracy and reliability problems, 

performed a limited number of tests, was slower than some competing devices, and, in 

some respects, could not compete with existing, more conventional machines.  Evidence 

also showed that Holmes resorted to using conventional machines bought from third parties 

to perform much of Theranos’s blood testing. 

The trial included evidence that Holmes made numerous misrepresentations to potential 

investors about Theranos’s financial condition and its future prospects.  For example, the 

evidence showed that Holmes represented to investors that Theranos would generate over 

$100 million in revenues and break even in 2014 and that Theranos expected to generate 

approximately $1 billion in revenues in 2015 when, in truth, she knew Theranos would 

generate only negligible or modest revenues in 2014 and 2015.   

Further, the evidence showed that Holmes represented to investors that Theranos had a 

profitable and revenue-generating business relationship with the United States Department 

of Defense and that Theranos’s technology had deployed to the battlefield when, in truth, 

Theranos had limited revenue from military contracts and its technology was not deployed in 

the battlefield.  The evidence showed Holmes represented to investors that Theranos had 

been comprehensively validated by numerous major pharmaceutical companies and 

provided reports to investors with logos from pharmaceutical companies falsely suggesting 

the pharmaceutical companies endorsed Theranos.  In addition, the evidence showed that 

Holmes represented to investors that Theranos would soon dramatically increase the 

number of Wellness Centers within Walgreens stores even though Theranos’s retail 

Walgreens rollout had stalled because of several issues. 

The jury convicted Holmes of the investor wire fraud conspiracy count and three substantive 

wire fraud counts relating to the scheme to defraud investors, including wire transfers 

totaling more than $140 million.  The jury acquitted Holmes of the patient-related conspiracy 

wire fraud count and three additional wire fraud counts.  One count of wire fraud relating to a 

Theranos patient was dismissed during the trial.  The jury could not reach a unanimous 

verdict with respect to three investor fraud-related counts. 

Holmes faces a maximum sentence of twenty (20) years in prison, and a fine of $250,000, 

plus restitution, for the conspiracy count and each count of wire fraud.  However, any 

sentence following conviction would be imposed by the court after consideration of the U.S. 

Sentencing Guidelines and the federal statute governing the imposition of a sentence, 18 

U.S.C. § 3553.   

Judge Davila has not yet scheduled Holmes’s sentencing hearing.  She remains free on 

bond, pending further hearings. 

CASE UPDATE 

According to the Department of Justice, Holmes was sentenced on Friday, November 18, 2022 

to 135 months (11 years, 3 months) in federal prison for defrauding investors in Theranos, Inc. 

of hundreds of millions of dollars. 

In addition to the prison term, U.S. District Judge Davila sentenced Holmes to three years of 

supervision following release from prison. The parties were instructed to meet and agree on a 

future date for a hearing to determine the restitution amount to be paid by Holmes. No fine was 

assessed. Holmes was ordered to surrender on April 27, 2023, to begin serving her prison 

sentence. 

https://www.justice.gov/usao-ndca/us-v-elizabeth-holmes-et-al#:~:text=An%20additional%20count%20of%20wire,sentence%20on%20April%2027%2C%202023.
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AICPA Conceptual Framework Approach 

The AICPA provides a conceptual framework that can be applied when assessing decision-making in a 

particular situation.  The conceptual framework approach recognizes that there cannot possibly be a rule to 

address every conceivable situation and provides a formalized process through which to apply professional 

judgment that may be required. 

 

The following are the steps of the conceptual framework: 

 

1. The first step is to identify threats. Ask yourself, “Does this relationship or circumstance create a 

threat?” If yes, the significance of the threat needs to be evaluated in the second step. 

 

2. In the second step, evaluate threats. Ask yourself whether or not the threat is at an acceptable level. A 

threat is at an acceptable level when a reasonable, informed third party who is aware of the relevant 

information would be expected to conclude that the threat is at an acceptable level. Consider both 

qualitative and quantitative factors when evaluating the significance of a threat.  If you conclude that 

the threat is not at an acceptable level, then you need to proceed to the third step. 

 

3. The third step is to identify safeguards. Ask yourself what safeguards are in place or could be put in 

place. When identifying safeguards, remember that one safeguard might eliminate or reduce several 

threats. However, it might also be necessary to identify several safeguards to eliminate or reduce just 

one threat. After you have identified new and existing safeguards, proceed to the fourth step. 

 

4. In the fourth step, evaluate safeguards. Ask yourself if the safeguards eliminate or reduce the threat to 

an acceptable level. 
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APPENDIX I:   Acronyms & Glossary 

Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) is the world's largest anti-fraud organization and 

premier provider of anti-fraud training and education.  

  

Affiliate of a financial statement attest client is any of the following entities:  

a. An entity (for example, subsidiary, partnership or limited liability company) that a  

financial statement attest client can control.  

b. An entity in which a financial statement attest client or an entity controlled by  

the financial statement attest client has a direct financial interest that give the  

financial statement attest client significant influence over such entity and that is  

material to the financial statement attest client.  

c. An entity (for example, parent, partnership or limited liability company) that  

controls a financial statement attest client when the financial statement attest  

client is material to such entity.  

d. An entity with a direct financial interest in the financial statement attest client  

when that entity has significant influence over the financial statement attest client,  

and the interest in the financial statement attest client is material to such entity.  

e. A sister entity of a financial statement attest client if the financial statement attest  

client and sister entity are each material to the entity that controls both.  

f. A trustee that is deemed to control a trust financial statement attest client that is  

not an investment company.  

g. The sponsor of a single employer employee benefit plan financial statement  

attest client.  

h. Any entity, such as a union, participating employer, or a group association of  

employers, that has significant influence over a multiemployer employee benefit  

plan financial statement attest client and the plan is material to such entity.  

i. The participating employer that is the plan administrator of a multiple employer  

employee benefit plan financial statement attest client.  

j. A single or multiple employer employee benefit plan sponsored by either a  

financial statement attest client or an entity controlled by the financial statement  

attest client. All participating employers of a multiple employer employee benefit  

plan are considered sponsors of the plan.  

k. A multiemployer employee benefit plan when a financial statement attest client or  

entity controlled by the financial statement attest client has significant influence  

over the plan and the plan is material to the financial statement attest client  

l. An investment adviser, a general partner, or a trustee of an investment company  

financial statement attest client (fund) if the fund is material to the investment  

adviser, general partner, or trustee that is deemed to have either control or  

significant influence over the fund. When considering materiality, members  

should consider investments in, and fees received from, the fund.  

Source: AICPA Professional Ethics Committee October 2015 Official Release  

  

Assurance means any form of expressed or implied opinion or conclusion about the conformity of a 

financial statement with any recognition, measurement, presentation or  

disclosure principles for financial statements.  

  

Attest services means audit, review or other attest services for which standards have  

been established by the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), by the  

Auditing Standards Board or the Accounting and Review Services Committee of the  

American Institute of CPAs (AICPA), or by any successor standard-setting authorities.  
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Benford’s Law is a law in statistics. This law describes how, in any given collection of numbers being 

studied, more of them will be likely to start with a 1 than any other number. 2's will appear at the beginning 

less often, 3's still less, and so on, at a predictable rate.  

    

Client means any person or entity, other than a CPA’s employer, that engages a CPA or  

CPA firm to perform professional services (engaging entity) and also a person or entity with respect to which 

a CPA or CPA firm perform professional services (subject entity). When the engaging entity and the subject 

entity are different, while there is only one engagement, they are separate clients. Source: AICPA 

Professional Ethics Committee December 2017 Official Release  

  

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO) is a joint initiative of 

five professional organizations and is dedicated to helping organizations improve performance by 

developing thought leadership that enhances internal control, risk management, governance and fraud 

deterrence.  

  

Compilation services means compiling financial statements in accordance with  

standards established by the AICPA or by any successor standard-setting authorities.  

  

Conformity refers to the degree to which state tax codes conform to the federal tax code.    

  

Cybersecurity means how a company protects itself against unauthorized use or access  

to electronic data.  

  

Ethical communication means communication that furthers integrity and builds trust  

based on the idea of congruent words and actions.  

  

Financial statement means a presentation of historical or prospective information about  

one or more persons or entities.  

  

Financial reporting framework (FRF) are the standards used to measure, recognize,  

present and disclose all material items within an entity’s financial statements. Examples  

include U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), International Financial  

Reporting Standards (IFRS) and special purpose frameworks.  

 

Financial Reporting Framework for Small-and-Medium-sized Entities (FRF-SME)  

is a principles-based special purpose framework for preparing financial statements of  

privately held small- to medium-sized entities. It was developed under the guidance of  

the AICPA FRF for SMEs task force and is therefore non-authoritative.  

  

Fraud risk management is the responsibility of the board of directors and top management and personnel 

at all levels of an organization. It includes understanding how the organization is responding to heightened 

risks and regulations, as well as public and stakeholder scrutiny; what form of Fraud Risk Management 

Program the organization has in place; how it identifies fraud risks; what it is doing to better prevent fraud, or 

at least detect it sooner; and what process is in place to investigate fraud and take corrective action.   

  

Hosting services are nonattest services that involve a CPA accepting responsibility for  

the following:  

a. Acting as the sole host of a financial or non-financial information system of an  

attest client  

b. Taking custody of or storing an attest client’s data or records whereby, that data  

or records are available only to the attest client from the member, such that the  

attest client’s data or records are otherwise incomplete  

c. Providing electronic security or back-up services for an attest client’s data or records  

Source: AICPA Professional Ethics Committee August 2017 Official Release  
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Independence consists of two elements, defined as follows: a. Independence of mind is the state of mind 

that permits a member to perform an attest service without being affected by influences that compromise 

professional judgment, thereby allowing an individual to act with integrity and exercise objectivity and 

professional skepticism. b. Independence in appearance is the avoidance of circumstances that would 

cause a reasonable and informed third party who has knowledge of all relevant information, including the 

safeguards applied, to reasonably conclude that the integrity, objectivity, or professional skepticism of a firm 

or member of the attest engagement team is compromised.  

  

Licensee means a person or firm holding a Virginia license or the license of another  

state. However, for purposes of this document, licensee only refers to a person holding a  

Virginia license or the license of another state.  

   

Mobility means a practice privilege that generally permits a licensed CPA in good  

standing from a substantially equivalent state to practice outside of his or her place of  

business without obtaining another license. Source: cpamobility.org  

  

Online presence means how we appear to clients, employers, colleagues, family, friends,  

the profession and the public at large on the Internet. It is the collective picture we  

present to the public through social media, blogs, websites and other Internet sources.  

  

Owner-managed entities are closely held companies run by the individuals who own a  

controlling ownership interest; a stark contrast to public companies, which by definition  

have an obvious separation between ownership and the management. 

Source: AICPA’s Financial Reporting Framework for Small- and Medium-sized Entities FAQ  

  

Peer review means one of two types of reviews (system and engagement) of a firm’s  

accounting and auditing practice conducted in accordance with the AICPA’s practice  

monitoring program. A system review is a study and appraisal by an independent evaluator  

of a CPA firm’s system of quality control to perform accounting and auditing work. An  

engagement review is a study and appraisal by an independent evaluator of a sample of a  

CPA firm’s actual accounting work, including accounting reports issued and documentation  

prepared by the CPA firm, as well as other procedures that the firm performed.  

  

Practice of public accounting means the giving of an assurance other than (i) by the  

person or persons about whom the financial information is presented or (ii) by one or  

more owners, officers, employees or members of the governing body of the entity or  

entities about whom the financial information is presented.  

  

Professional skepticism is an attitude that includes a questioning mind, being alert to conditions that may 

indicate possible misstatement due to fraud or error, and a critical assessment of audit evidence.   

   

Providing services to the public means providing services that are subject to the  

guidance of the standard-setting authorities listed in the standards of conduct and  

practice in subdivisions 5 and 6 of § 54.1-4413.3.  

§ 54.1-4413.3. Standards of conduct and practice. (5 and 6 only listed below.)  

5. Follow the technical standards, and the related interpretive guidance, issued by  

committees and boards of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants  

that are designated by the Council of the American Institute of Certified Public  

Accountants to promulgate technical standards, or that are issued by any  

successor standard-setting authorities.  

6. Follow the standards, and the related interpretive guidance, as applicable under  

the circumstances, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States,  

the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board, the Financial Accounting  
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Standards Board, the Governmental Accounting Standards Board, the Public  

Company Accounting Oversight Board, the U. S. Securities and Exchange  

Commission, comparable international standard-setting authorities, or any  

successor standard-setting authorities.  

  

Providing services to an employer means providing to or on behalf of an entity   

services that require the substantial use of accounting, financial, tax or other skills that  

are relevant, as determined by the Board.   

 

Safeguards mean controls that eliminate or reduce threats. Safeguards  

range from partial to complete prohibitions of the threatening circumstance to  

procedures that counteract the potential influence of a threat. The nature and extent of  

the safeguard to be applied depend on many factors. To be effective, safeguards should eliminate or reduce 

the threat to an acceptable level. 

Source: AICPA Code of Professional Conduct  

  

Small- and medium-sized entities (SME). There is no standard definition in the  

United States or under the AICPA. 

Source: AICPA’s Financial Reporting Framework for Small- and Medium-sized Entities FAQ  

   

Special purpose framework means a financial reporting framework other than GAAP  

that is one of the following bases of accounting:  

a. Cash basis. A basis of accounting that the entity uses to record cash receipts and  

disbursements and modifications of the cash basis having substantial support (for  

example, recording depreciation on fixed assets).  

b. Tax basis. A basis of accounting that the entity uses to file its tax return for the  

period covered by the financial statements.  

c. Regulatory basis. A basis of accounting that the entity uses to comply with the  

requirements or financial reporting provisions of a regulatory agency to whose  

jurisdiction the entity is subject (for example, a basis of accounting that insurance  

companies use pursuant to the accounting practices prescribed or permitted by a  

state insurance commission).  

d. Contractual basis. A basis of accounting that the entity uses to comply with an  

agreement between the entity and one or more third parties other than the auditor.  

e. Other basis. A basis of accounting that uses a definite set of logical, reasonable  

criteria that is applied to all material items appearing in financial statements.  

The cash basis, tax basis, regulatory basis, and other basis of accounting are commonly  

referred to another comprehensive bases of accounting. 

Source: AICPA Clarified Statement on Auditing Standards (AU-C) 800  

  

Substantial equivalency means that the education, CPA exam and experience  

requirements contained in the statutes and administrative rules of another jurisdiction  

are comparable to, or exceed, the education, CPA exam and experience requirements  

contained in Chapter 44 of Title 54.1 of the Code of Virginia and the Board of  

Accountancy Regulations. (18VAC5-22). 

 

Threat means a circumstance that could compromise compliance with the rules. A threat is at an acceptable 

level if a reasonable and informed third party who is aware of the relevant information would be expected to 

conclude that compliance with the rules is not compromised. If the threat is not at an acceptable 

level, specific safeguards should be applied to reduce or eliminate the threat and the effectiveness of 

those safeguards should be evaluated. 

Source: AICPA Code of Professional Conduct  
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Transparency means the quality that makes something obvious or easy to understand.  

  

Trusted advisor means someone who gives advice in which confidence is placed due to reliance on the 

character, ability, strength, and truthfulness of that advisor.  

   

Using the CPA title in Virginia means using “CPA,” “Certified Public Accountant”  

or “public accountant” (i) in any form or manner of verbal communication to persons  

or entities located in Virginia or (ii) in any form or manner of written communication  

to persons or entities located in Virginia, including but not limited to the use in  

any abbreviation, acronym, phrase or title that appears in business cards, the CPA  

wall certificate, Internet postings, letterhead, reports, signs, tax returns or any other  

document or device. Holding a Virginia license or the license of another state constitutes  

using the CPA title.  

 

Whistleblower means one who reveals something covert or who informs against another, especially an 

employee who brings wrongdoing by an employer or by other employees to the attention of a government or 

law enforcement agency. A whistleblower is commonly protected legally from retaliation. 
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WELCOME

In season two of Tales of Corruption, we investigate five actual scenarios where 
fraud was committed along with corresponding ethical decision-making models. 
From cryptocurrency investment schemes to insider trading and extensive 
timekeeping and startup frauds, you’ll learn how these extreme transgressions could 
have been avoided. Examine the building blocks of a strong ethical culture to ensure 
you’re equipped to identify problems and determine the best course of action.

The key to utilizing an ethical decision-making model is appreciating how each model 
may be useful depending on the circumstances. By better realizing what is needed in 
a given situation, you can do a better job of choosing the right decision-making 
model to address necessary issues.
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AT THE END OF THIS COURSE,
PARTICIPANTS WILL BE ABLE TO:

• Categorize the elements of pressure, opportunity and rationalization in 
relation to fraud. 

• Recognize the building blocks of a strong ethical culture. 

• Define an ethical problem, identify and evaluate solutions, and determine 
the best course of action. 

• Evaluate the filters of policies, legal, universal and self in relation to fraud. 

• Recall the AICPA Code of Professional Conduct when faced with ethical 
dilemmas. 
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A MESSAGE FROM THE VBOA
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CASE STUDY 1

PPP FRAUD SCHEME
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PPP FRAUD SCHEMECASE STUDY 1

vCase details can be found on page 5 of the course manual.

Robert Benlevi submitted 27 PPP loan applications to four banks between April 
and June of 2020 seeking a total of $27 million in forgivable PPP loans on behalf 
of eight companies solely owned by him. Based on these fraudulent loan 
applications, three of his companies obtained $3 million in PPP funds.

CASE SUMMARY
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CASE STUDY 1 - INTRODUCTION
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PPP FRAUD SCHEMECASE STUDY 1

A tool you can use when exercising decision-making is the fraud triangle.  
Fraud experts generally agree that three elements need to coalesce for 
fraud to occur.

THE FRAUD TRIANGLE

Copyright © 2023 Virginia Society of Certified Public Accountants. All Rights Reserved.

A tool you can use when exercising decision-making is the fraud triangle.  Fraud 
experts generally agree that three elements need to coalesce for fraud to occur.
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PPP FRAUD SCHEMECASE STUDY 1

On July 19, 2022, Benlevi was sentenced to 135 months, the equivalent of 
11 years and three months, in prison for submitting fraudulent applications 
seeking money from the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), submitting 
false statements to a financial institution, and money laundering.

CASE CONCLUSION
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CASE STUDY 1 – CONCLUSION
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AN EXTENSIVE

TIMEKEEPING FRAUD
CASE STUDY 2
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AN EXTENSIVE

TIMEKEEPING FRAUD

CASE STUDY 2

CASE SUMMARY
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vCase details can be found on page 7 of the course manual.

Michelle M. Holt, a former federal employee for the Department of Defense, falsely 
claimed over 42,000 hours in unauthorized overtime, as well as other amounts of 
unauthorized holiday leave, sick leave and annual leave, all amounting to losses to 
the United States of more than $1.4 million. She committed this fraud by making 
manual retroactive adjustments to protected computer time and attendance 
systems.
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CASE STUDY 2 - INTRODUCTION
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AN EXTENSIVE

TIMEKEEPING FRAUD

CASE STUDY 2
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SOCIETY OF HUMAN RESOURCES
ETHICAL CULTURE MODEL

The SHRM model asserts that an ethical culture rests upon four building blocks:

14
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AN EXTENSIVE

TIMEKEEPING FRAUD

CASE STUDY 2

CASE CONCLUSION
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Holt was sentenced to four years in prison for computer fraud and theft of 
government property and was ordered to pay restitution. 

CASE UPDATE

According to the Federal Bureau of Prisons 
inmate locator, Michelle M. Holt was 
released from prison on January 13, 2022. 
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CASE STUDY 2 - CONCLUSION
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CRYPTOCURRENCY

INVESTMENT SCHEME
CASE STUDY 3
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CRYPTOCURRENCY

INVESTMENT SCHEME

CASE STUDY 3

vCase details can be found on page xxx of the course handout.

From December 2001 to July 2018, Michelle Holt, a secretary at 
Langley Air Force Base, falsely claimed 42,000 overtime hours, as 
well as other amounts of unauthorized holiday leave, sick leave 
and annual leave, all amounting to losses to the United States of 
more than $1.4 million. 

Copyright © 2023 Virginia Society of Certified Public Accountants. All Rights Reserved.

vCase details can be found on pages 9 - 10 of the course manual.

Glenn Arcaro conspired with others to exploit investor interest in what is believed 
to be the largest cryptocurrency fraud ever charged criminally.  He fraudulently 
marketed BitConnect's proprietary coin offering and digital currency exchange as 
a lucrative investment when, in truth, BitConnect operated a classic Ponzi 
scheme. 

CASE SUMMARY
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CASE STUDY 3 - INTRODUCTION
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CRYPTOCURRENCY

INVESTMENT SCHEME

CASE STUDY 3

The SHRM model asserts than an ethical culture rests upon four building 
blocks:

1. Compliance

2. Fairness

3. Motive-based trust

4. Ethical working self-concept

Copyright © 2023 Virginia Society of Certified Public Accountants. All Rights Reserved.

SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY FRAMEWORK FOR 
ETHICAL DECISION MAKING

Recognize an 
ethical issue Get the facts

Evaluate 
alternative 

actions
Make a decision 

and test it

Act and reflect 
on the outcome
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CRYPTOCURRENCY

INVESTMENT SCHEME

CASE STUDY 3

In March 2019, Holt was sentenced to four years in prison for 
computer fraud and theft of government property in connection 
with the extensive timekeeping fraud that resulted in losses of 
over $1.4 million, which she was ordered to pay in restitution.

CASE CONCLUSION
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In September 2021, Arcaro pleaded guilty in federal court for his 
participation in the massive conspiracy which defrauded investors from the 
United States and abroad of over $2 billion.

CASE UPDATE

Arcaro was sentenced in September 2022 
to 38 months in prison.

On January 12, 2023, a federal district court 
in San Diego ordered that over $17 million 
in restitution be distributed to approximately 
800 victims from over 40 different countries 
due to their investment losses in 
BitConnect, a massive cryptocurrency 
investment scheme, which defrauded 
thousands of investors worldwide.
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CASE STUDY 3 - CONCLUSION
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INSIDER TRADINGCASE STUDY 4
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INSIDER TRADINGCASE STUDY 4

vCase details can be found on page 13 of the course manual.

Lauren Wood received material non-public information from the CFO of a 
biopharmaceutical company.  Within hours of receiving the insider 
information, Wood placed an order for the company’s stock.  After the 
company made the information public, Wood sold her shares and more than 
doubled her investment.

CASE SUMMARY
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CASE STUDY 4 - INTRODUCTION
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INSIDER TRADINGCASE STUDY 4

The Ethics & Compliance Initiative (ECI) is a best-practice community of 
organizations committed to creating and sustaining high quality ethics and 
compliance programs.  ECI offers a filter that can be used with ethical 
decision making.

THE PLUS MODEL
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P L
U S
POLICIES LEGAL

UNIVERSAL SELF
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INSIDER TRADINGCASE STUDY 4

According to a plea deal, Wood is pleading guilty to securities fraud/insider 
trading, which can carry a maximum prison sentence of 20 years and up to 
a $5 million fine. Her sentencing was scheduled for November 21, 2022. No 
information on her sentence has been released at this time.

CASE CONCLUSION
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CASE UPDATE

On May 17, 2023, Usama Malik pleaded guilty of 
an indictment charging him with securities 
fraud/insider trading.

In September 2023, Malik was sentenced to three 
years of probation, six months of house arrest, 
400 hours of community service and fines totaling 
$15,000.

Lauren S. Wood was sentenced to three years of 
probation and ordered to repay $67,000.
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CASE STUDY 4 - CONCLUSION
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STARTUP FRAUDCASE STUDY 5
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STARTUP FRAUD
CASE STUDY 5

vCase details can be found on pages 16 - 18 of the course manual.

Elizabeth Holmes claimed her blood testing company, Theranos, had developed an 
analyzer that was able to perform a full range of clinical tests using small blood 
samples drawn from a finger stick.  She made numerous misrepresentations to 
potential investors about Theranos’s financial condition and its future prospects.

CASE SUMMARY
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CASE STUDY 5 - INTRODUCTION
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STARTUP FRAUD
CASE STUDY 5

The AICPA provides a conceptual framework that can be applied when 
assessing decision-making in a particular situation.

AICPA CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
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STARTUP FRAUD
CASE STUDY 5

In January 2022, a jury found Holmes guilty of one count of conspiracy and three 
counts of wire fraud.

CASE CONCLUSION
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CASE UPDATE

Holmes was sentenced on Friday, November 
18, 2022 to 135 months (11 years, 3 months) 
in federal prison for defrauding investors in 
Theranos, Inc. of hundreds of millions of 
dollars.

In addition to the prison term, Holmes was 
sentenced to three years of supervision 
following release from prison. The parties 
were instructed to meet and agree on a 
future date for a hearing to determine the 
restitution amount to be paid by Holmes. No 
fine was assessed. Holmes was ordered to 
surrender on April 27, 2023, to begin serving 
her prison sentence.
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CASE STUDY 5 - CONCLUSION
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THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING

Access the course evaluation by scanning the QR code below.

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/et2024toc
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